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Abstract Wireless sensor networks are nowadays becoming popular in the fields like event border detection and 
tracking, intruder’s detection and tracking, environment and habitat monitoring, traffic control and monitoring etc. 
Lot of energy is used in radio transmission reception and efficiently utilizing the battery power of the sensor nodes 
within the network is an important issue. Clustering is an important technique used to efficiently utilize he limited 
resources of the sensor nodes and thus extend the lifetime. In this paper we discuss the recently proposed energy 
efficient clustering algorithms for wireless sensor networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, Wireless sensor networks have attracted many researchers and industrialists. Each sensor node 
in the network has a processor, memory, sensing device, power supply and transceivers [1] figure 1and if the 
node is mobile, a mobility module and location finder is also needed. These nodes are deployed randomly in 
places where we cannot access easily and battery replacement is not possible. The sensor nodes are energy 
constraint, hence energy efficient protocols must be used to prolong the network lifetime. Clustering is an 
important technique which increases the network lifetime. In clustering the nodes are grouped into groups called 
clusters or clumps. Each cluster has a cluster head which collects the data sensed by the sensor nodes and 
aggregates them and transmits them to the base station Figure 2.

  
Figure 1: First order radio energy model
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Figure 2:  Network Architecture

1.1 Clustering Objective

The objectives of clustering is to reduce the energy consumed in transmission of data and to balance the load 
among the nodes in a network.

The Clustering Objectives are as follows:
To allow aggregation. 
To limit data transmission. 
To reuse the resources available. 
To allow the CHs and gateway nodes form a virtual backbone for inter cluster routing. 
To make the cluster appear as smaller and more stable network 
To improve network lifetime, reduce network traffic and the contention for the channel. 

Figure 3:  Clustering of nodes

In clustering, the whole sensor network is divided into small regions known as cluster figure 3. In each cluster, 
one node is elected as Cluster Head (CH). Elected CH is responsible for aggregating sensed data from its cluster 
member node(s) and propagate/forward it to base station or to the next CH. As CH has to relay the data of all 
member node(s), and will deplete energy if continuously selected as a CH. So, the CH selection is periodically 
divided in rounds. In each round, responsibility of CH is alternatively taken by different cluster member node(s) 
in a cluster. New CH is selected randomly or based on the parameters like residual energy, distance from base 
station, connected nodes, topology etc in this way sensed data is forwarded by CH’s using multi-hop 
communication and ultimately it reaches the BS.

1.2 Clustering Advantages

The  concept  of  cluster  based routing  is  also  utilized Clustering has numerous advantages. Some of these are:

1.  Clustering reduces the size of the routing table stored at the individual nodes by localizing the route set up 
within the cluster [5].
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2.  Clustering can conserve communication bandwidth since it limits the scope of inter cluster interactions to 
CHs and  avoids redundant  exchange  of messages among  sensor  nodes.

3.  The  CH  can  prolong  the  battery  life  of the  individual sensors and the network lifetime as well by 
implementing optimized management strategies.

4.  Clustering   cuts   on   topology   maintenance   overhead. Sensors would care only for connecting with their 
CHs.
5.  A  CH can perform  data  aggregation  in its  cluster and decrease the number of redundant packets [8].

6.  A  CH can  reduce  the  rate  of energy  consumption by scheduling activities in the cluster.

1.3 Pros And Cons of Clustering in WSNs

The pros of Clustering are that it enables bandwidth reuse thus can improve the system capacity [7]. Due to the 
fact that within a cluster, all the normal nodes send their data to the CHs so energy saving is achieved by 
absence of flooding, multiple  routes,  or  routing loops.  Due  to  the  fact  that clustering enables efficient 
resource allocation and thus help in better designing of power control and other advantage is due to the fact that 
any changes of nodes behavior within a cluster  affect  only  that  cluster  but  not  the  entire  network,
which will therefore be robust to these changes. There are also several cons of existing clustering schemes in 
WSNs like in the  selection  of  the  cluster  heads,  some  algorithm  selects cluster  heads only according to the 
ID number or residual energy of the sensor  nodes. Science  all  the  data in sensor network are sent to the base 
station, the traffic near the base station is higher. 
The sensor nodes in these areas will therefore run out energy earlier. The base station will then be isolated and 
as a result, the residual energy stored in the other sensor nodes will be wasted. Another disadvantage is the 
energy is wasted  by  flooding  in  route  discovery  and  duplicated transmission of data by multiple routes from 
the source to the destination [7].Networks can be homogeneous or heterogeneous. If the resources  are  same  
they  are  homogeneous  and  if  they  are different  they  are  heterogeneous  [6].  In  heterogeneous networks 
the common type of resource heterogeneity are (i)computational  heterogeneity,  (ii)  link  heterogeneity,  (iii) 
energy  heterogeneity.  
Heterogeneous  network  can  be  two level, three levels or multilevel network. In computational heterogeneity 
the heterogeneous nodes have more powerful processor, with better computational capability than normal nodes. 
In Link heterogeneity the heterogeneous nodes have greater bandwidth and transceivers with more reliable data 
transmission than normal nodes. In energy heterogeneity the heterogeneous nodes are line powered or battery 
replaceable. The energy heterogeneity of nodes have proved extra lifetime. 

II. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Some performance measures that are used to evaluate the performance of clustering protocols are listed 
below.[3] 
Network lifetime: It is the time interval from the start of operation (of the sensor network) until the death of the 
first alive node.
Number of cluster heads per round:Instantaneous measure reflects the number of nodes which would send 
directly to the sink, information aggregated from their cluster members.Number of nodes per round: This 
instantaneous measure reflects the total number of nodes and that of each type that has not yet expended all of 
their energy.
Throughput: This includes the total rate of data sent over the network, the rate of data sent from cluster heads to 
the sink as well as the rate of data sent from the nodes to their cluster heads.

III. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

LEACH [4] is a classic routing protocol for cluster WSN because it can balance energy consumption within a 
cluster, and hence extend the network lifetime. Its operation contains two stages: initial stage and stable stage. In 
the initial stage, the base station selects a number of nodes as cluster heads based  on  random  thresholds.  The 
reason  for  LEACH  to randomly select a fixed number of cluster heads in each round is to solve the problem of 
high energy consumption in direct-transmission approach and to balance the power consumption among all 
sensor nodes. During the operation of each round, LEACH generates a threshold value, which is sent to each 
sensor node to determine if it can become a cluster head by a probability function.
The new cluster head has to aggregate data from sensor nodes in its cluster and transmit the data to the base 
station. In this way, all sensor nodes take turns to serve as a cluster head to balance the power consumption.
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The clustering process involves  one iteration only to elect a CH and all nodes have same probability to become 
a cluster head. LEACH does not work on heterogeneous environment.
HEED (Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed) protocol HEED  [5]  uses  residual  energy as  primary parameter  
and network  topology  features  (e.g.  node  degree,  distances  to neighbors) are only used as secondary 
parameters to break tie between  candidate  cluster  heads,  as  a  metric  for  cluster selection  to  achieve  load  
balancing.  In  this  all  nodes  are assumed to be homogenous i.e. all sensor nodes are equipped with same initial 
energy.
EECED (Energy Efficient Clustering Algorithm for Event-Driven) EECED [6] increases the network lifetime 
by balancing energy consumption of the sensor nodes. Nodes with greater energy become cluster heads and 
elector nodes are also used in this protocol. The elector nodes select the next cluster head from the energy level 
of the nodes. This protocol has three phases, initial phase, the clustering phase and the data transmission phase. 
Each phase has rounds. Each round has a cluster phase and data transmission phase. 

EEUC Energy-Efficient Unequal Clustering It is a mechanism for periodical data gathering applications in 
wireless sensor networks. It wisely organizes the network via unequal clustering and multi hop routing. 
EEUC[7] is a distributed competitive algorithm. It partitions the nodes into clusters of unequal size, and clusters 
closer to the base station have smaller sizes than those farther away from the base station. Thus cluster heads 
closer to the base station can preserve some energy for the inter-cluster data forwarding. We also propose an 
energy-aware multi hop routing protocol for the inter-cluster communication. Simulation results show that our 
unequal clustering mechanism balances the energy consumption.

EAUCD: Energy Aware Uniform Cluster- Head Distribution

Here the Representative Nodes are uniformly selected from each part of the network based on maximum 
energy. The operation of EAUCD is divided into three phases. In initialization phase the sensor filed is divided 
into parts in a greedy fashion. In setup phase, one node is selected as a representative node from each part of the 
network. In steady state phase, the resulted data is transmitted to the base station for further action.

EDUC Energy Driven Unequal Clustering.

Here [6] use uneven competition ranges to construct clusters of uneven sizes. Clusters farther away from the BS 
have smaller sizes in order to preserve some energy for long-distance data transmission. Therefore, the energy 
consumption among cluster heads is balanced effectively. Based on this clustering structure, an energy-driven 
cluster head rotation scheme is proposed to minimize the unnecessary energy waste. Each node acts as cluster 
head once in the network lifetime. The clusters close to the base station are of larger size compared to the 
clusters far away. These clusters which are far away have to transmit data to a longer distance. Based on the 
unequal clustering structure, an energy-driven cluster head rotation strategy is adopted to rotate the role of 
cluster head and balance the energy consumption. Each node plays as cluster head once only during the whole 
network lifetime

ECHSSDA Efficient cluster head selection scheme for data aggregation:

Here Cluster head (CH) is responsible only for received data from the cluster members, perform aggregation 
process over the received data and then to the BS), Associate CH the node that will become a CH of the cluster 
in case of CH energy below from average energy, cluster nodes gathering data from environment and send it to 
the CH. ECHSSDA approach work into rounds. Each round begins with a set-up (clustering) phase when 
clusters are structured, followed by a cluster steady phase, the CH is always on receiving data from cluster 
members, aggregate these data and then send it to the BS that might be located far away from it.

EECS is a LEACH-like clustering scheme, where the network is partitioned into a set of clusters with one cluster 
head in each cluster. Communication between the cluster head and BS is direct (single-hop). In the network 
deployment phase, the BS broadcasts a “hello” message to all the nodes at a certain power level. Each node can 
compute its approximate distance to the BS based on the received signal strength. This helps nodes to select the 
proper power level when they communicate with the BS.As will be shown in the cluster formation phase, we 
will use this distance to balance the load among cluster heads. In the cluster head election phase, well distributed 
cluster heads are elected with a little control overhead. And in the cluster formation phase, a novel weighted 
function is introduced to construct load balanced clusters.

EECDA Energy-Efficient Clustering and Data Aggregation
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This protocol for heterogeneous WSN. In this approach, a new Cluster Head (CH) election and data
communication mechanism is presented to extend the lifetime and stability of the network. For CHs election, a 
path with maximum sum of residual energy would be selected for data communication instead of the path with 
minimum energy consumption. Therefore, each CH first aggregates the received data and then transmits the 
aggregated data to the Base Station (BS). The main contributions of EECDA protocol is to provide longest 
stability.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

The clustering algorithms are classified based on the clustering attributes

4.1  Clustering properties

Cluster count this indicates the number of CH in the network. Each cluster has a CH and they are selected.

Intra cluster topology This can be direct communication of the sensor nodes with the CH or through multi hop 
sensors to CH.

Inter cluster connectivity The CH sends aggregated data to the BS either directly or through multi hop links

4.2 Cluster-head Capabilities

Mobility: CH may be stationary or mobile.

Node Types: A CH may have additional computation and communication resources or may be one among the 
sensor node itself.
Role: The main roles of the CHs are simply relaying the traffic, aggregate or fuse the sensed data.

CH Selection Criteria 

Initial Energy: When any algorithm starts it considers the initial energy of the sensor nodes.

Residual Energy: It is the remaining enegy of the sensor nodes after completing the specified number of rounds. 
Energy Consumption Rate: This is based on the initial energy and the residual energy of the nodes
Average Energy of the Network: The average energy is the reference energy that each node should own in 
current round to keep the network alive.

Figure 4: Classification of clustering algorithms

Figure 4 shows the classification of clustering algorithms. Iterative clustering enables a node to either wait for a 
particular event to occur or messages from particular nodes to choose their role before making a decision. 
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Sensor nodes involve information from their one hop neighbor during clustering. In probabilistic protocols each 
SN decides its role independently in the cluster based network whilst maintaining low communication overhead. 
In these protocols energy level of SNs is used as the primary parameter for selection of CHs out, a clustering 
algorithm is either executed at a central point or in a distributed fashion at local nodes. Centralized approaches 
are used by few earlier proposals like LEACH-C. They require global knowledge of the network topology and 
are inefficient in large-scale topologies. A distributed approach, however, is more scalable since a node is able 
to take the initiative to become a cluster head or to join an already formed cluster without global topology 
knowledge.
Clustering algorithms according to their convergence rate into two classes: variable and constant convergence 
time algorithms. The former algorithms have a convergence time that depends on the number of nodes in the 
network and thus are more suitable to relatively small networks. Constant convergence time algorithms 
converge in a fixed number of iterations, regardless of the size of the nodes population. Clustering algorithms 
can also be classified into homogeneous or heterogeneous depending on the nature of the deployed sensor 
network. In heterogeneous environments, the cluster head roles can be preassigned to nodes with more energy, 
computation and communication resources. In a homogeneous environment, the cluster heads can be designated 
in a random way or based on one or more criteria. It is worth mentioning, that even in a homogeneous network, 
heterogeneity can occur simply in terms of available energy at nodes. As time goes on, some nodes depending 
on their role and environmental factors, will discharge more quickly their batteries.

Table1: Comparison of Energy Efficient Clustering Algorithms in WSN
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Table 2: Comparison Of Clustering   Protocols

This is why energy and cluster head rotation have to be considered in the process of clustering. Since we report, in 
this chapter, on clustering techniques and their use to achieve energy efficient routing in WSN, we adopt a different 
classification. Most proposed cluster-based.

V. CONCLUSION

Sensor Networks are used in remote applications for gathering data. Designing efficient clustering protocols for 
sensor networks that serves various applications is important. Various Quality of service metrics such as delay, data 
loss, tolerance and network lifetime are considered for design issues. Recent research is carried on efficient use 
energy  and work is carried on cluster head selection process with generating a desirable distribution of cluster head. 
In this paper, we have presented classification and comparison of some of the existing clustering protocols. The 
protocols discussed in this paper have individual advantages and pitfalls. The factors affecting cluster formation and 
CH communication are open issues for future research. Moreover, the process of data aggregation and fusion among 
clusters is also an interesting problem to explore.
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